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16 Dec 08 I am unavailable for all planned meetings in January 2009 but wish to register my very strong 
objection to the planned building which grossly exceeds current planning limits of Woollahra 
Council. 

16 Dec 08 I write as a very concerned resident that has always enjoyed a distant glimpse of the 
harbour, which I thought would always be preserved and was in fact part of the basic town 
planning which allowed the taller building on the hills then reducing the heights towards the 
harbour to allow all to take advantage of the natural amphitheatre of the area. This proposal 
in Double Bay would block my and many others ordinary residences glimpse of the harbour 
and would set a precedent for other developments to completely remove the amphitheatre 
outlook which has been protected by wise town planning in the passed. 

17 Dec 08 Please include me in all your consultations, mailings, survey results, and up to date with your 
attempt to build two towers 14 storeys. If this happens it would be against all that double bay 
stands for! I'm a long time business owner and resident. No high rise in double bay and give 
the authority back to Woollahra council and the people that work, shop, eat and live here. 
don't mess with our unique qualities 

18 Dec 08 Thank you for information sent to us by mail. However, we would like to see information 
artists impression showing the two towers. Thank you in advance for this. 

18 Dec 08 How about at least one date/time when residents are back to home & school. this is a very 
underhanded tactic to avoid opposition. Shameful. 

19 Dec 08 As a property owner in William St Double Bay, I will be directly affected by your development. 
I am astounded that a high rise of this size would be permitted in the village of Double Bay. I 
agree that the existing shopping arcade is not pleasant or effective, but I am totally against 
any high rise in the area, as are nearly all residents. I will do all I can to stop this 
development in its current form. Don’t ruin this village. 

21 Dec 08 I am not unsympathetic to some kind of redevelopment of the Sir Stamford Site, but I am 
irrevocably opposed to the erection of high rise towers in Double Bay, and to the by-passing 
of the local council planning laws which have made Double Bay the desirable place that it is. 
Your towers would be the thin end of the wedge in ruining the special atmosphere of the 
place. Please build them elsewhere and build something reasonable here. 

21 Dec 08 Hi, Very happy to see Double Bay get some much needed attention. However you are 
already getting the community off side by not publishing the true facts, I just saw that there 
are TWO 14 storey buildings to be part of this. No where in the brochure you left on my 
doorstep did the builders say anything about two 14 storey buildings. ARE YOU NUTS? 'All, 
for a change, but not at the expense of the height restrictions that have totally destroyed my 
home, look what was done to the character and neighbourhood of Darling Point because of 
such careless thoughtless development. Unfortunately for you to go forward you will need to 
take some steps back, or the community will never allow such a brilliant idea as the re-
invigoration of the bay go ahead, if it includes two towers. 

22 Dec 08 Please show elevations and plans of full development particularly the towers and how they 
would appear from Bellevue Hill 

22 Dec  08 Can you send me any montages of the proposed 14 storey twin towers as they have not 
been made available in any of your media release. Also the shadow diagrams have been 
very hard to come by and this is an important part of your development proposal. Again, can 
you send me the current diagrams in relation to the above. Thank You, Brad 

27 Dec 08 The development in Cross St Double Bay !! 14Stories is a waste! Should be 30 stories plus 
to utilize the site !! you only get one opportunity to develop a magnificent site like that! and 
think 20yrs ahead. These anti everything ratbags must be stopped or they will eventually turn 
Australia into Zimbabwe!! I told Woollahra Council Double bay needs "twin Horizons" if they 
want to stop its slow death !! your concept is close !! 

5 Jan 09 Nowhere in your publicity on your website do you indicate the actual height, stories or height 
above existing buildings. Can you please provide further details? 
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12 Jan 09 My husband and i are totally opposed to any development that will change the existing height 
regulations in Double Bay. Thank you 

13 Jan 09 The design is completely out of keeping with the village atmosphere of double bay - the 
piazza is without any design merit and looks like the concrete canyons in North Sydney and 
to suggest that residents should be compensated by a small area of open space bounded by 
the monstrous towers is insulting and unreasonable. The impact that this will have for the 
area generally will be disastrous as there will be no basis upon which other property owners 
in the street, on both sides, many of whom have owned their properties with attendant 
restrictions for many more years than Ashington, will now seek to redevelop these properties 
and there would be no basis for refusal if Ashington were permitted to proceed with this 
development. The entire amenity of the area and its unique character for all residents and 
overseas visitors would be destroyed by allowing a development more suited to downtown 
Hong Kong 

14 Jan 09 “33 Cross Street" - and there is a photograph of Transvaal Avenue??!! 

14 Jan 09 I am unable to attend your community consultation, however I wish to register my strong 
disapproval with this proposed development, which I consider to be completely out of 
character with the existing Double Bay area. 

15 Jan 09 Looks like a great and much needed development for the bay 

16 Jan 09 Im just wondering if the proposed hotel has plans for a Ball room, and or meeting or function 
rooms that will host events? 

16 Jan 09 I presume since most consult times are already fully booked you will be extending the 
process in the interests of democracy! 7.30 am really isn't feasible for families. 

18 Jan 09 The proposal is an outrage and should be revised 

18 Jan 09 Please advise date and times of forums am very pro this development 

20 Jan 09 I am director of operations for a development/construction firm who specialises in the luxury 
market. I would like to meet with the developer to pose some questions and see if we can 
explore any opportunities or at the very least, engage in dialogue. 

 
 


